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ABSTRACT The recognition of text in natural scene images is a practical yet challenging task due to the large
variations in backgrounds, textures, fonts, and illumination. English as a secondary language is extensively
used in Gulf countries along with Arabic script. Therefore, this paper introduces English–Arabic scene text
recognition 42K scene text image dataset. The dataset includes text images appeared in English and Arabic
scripts while maintaining the prime focus on Arabic script. The dataset can be employed for the evaluation
of text segmentation and recognition task. To provide an insight to other researchers, experiments have been
carried out on the segmentation and classification of Arabic as well as English text and report error rates
like 5.99% and 2.48%, respectively. This paper presents a novel technique by using adapted maximally
stable extremal region (MSER) technique and extracts scale-invariant features from MSER detected region.
To select discriminant and comprehensive features, the size of invariant features is restricted and considered
those specific features which exist in the extremal region. The adapted MDLSTM network is presented to
tackle the complexities of cursive scene text. The research on Arabic scene text is in its infancy, thus this
paper presents benchmark work in the field of text analysis.

INDEX TERMS Cursive script, invariant, extremal, MDLSTM.

I. INTRODUCTION
The field of text analysis in camera captured images consti-
tute a considerable challenge to address by research commu-
nity. The work presented in recent years, mostly converged
on correct detection of text area in presence of other objects
in an image [1], [3], [5]. The scene text can be categorized
as a typical OCR problem after text detection and segmen-
tation. The presented research on scene text demonstrated
good accuracy in a monotonic font but in constraint environ-
ment. The scene text usually appears in a varied font and in
provocative background that prompt researchers to suggest
the solutions to deal with the complexity of cursive script. The
text image degradation is another major issue to tackle which
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is impacted by environmental constraints in natural images
such as, text orientation, illumination and blurry effect. The
features always determine distinct characteristics associated
within an image. The determination of relevant features from
text area is a potential problem to inscribe. In addition to
varied text sizes appeared in scene images, the other chal-
lenging tasks scene text may suffer are text orientation,
color and layout complexities. These tasks may influence
and degrade the text appearance by illumination factor as
depicted in Figure 1. In this figure, the text contour detection
by Sobel filter represents Arabic text appeared in various ori-
entations, blur and in different font style. Sometimes the noise
is represented at a same energy level which can lead to miss-
classification of a text as shown in Figure 2. The processed
images presented in the figure are generated by applying
Sobel filter. The red box in an image as represented in the
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FIGURE 1. Arabic scene text variations.

FIGURE 2. Challenging scene text images.

figure indicates the noise that can be detected as a part of
a text.

The contemporary feature extraction approaches proved
to be very accurate and focused on text area regardless
of implicit ambiguity and distortions associated with these
kind of images as represented in [6] and [9]–[11]. The text
localization is considered computationally very difficult and
expensive task in terms of efforts. Generally, it requires 2N

subset for a single text (N is representing number of pixels
over text area). To find the individual characters by merging
those pixels that share similar attribute together and make a
region by using a technique such as connected components
analysis, is commonly experimented to find text in camera
captured images. The most prominent method that has been
experimented by number of researchers is Maximally Sta-
ble Extremal Regions (MSER) as represented in [7], [13],
and [14]. The significant results are reported by considering
this technique on scene text localization but there is a need to
apply post processing strategies so that non-text regions can
be eliminated.

A. COMPLEXITIES RELEVANT TO SCENE TEXT IMAGES
Usually in scene text images, the influencing factors that
make effect over the recognition accuracy are illumination,
varied font size and styles, text texture, color blending,
and text orientation create problems during text classifica-
tion. The aforementioned complexities are not linguistic spe-
cific rather to deal with such challenges make it convenient
for correct localization of other cursive text. Therefore in

literature, by considering the complexities of relevant
script, various techniques have been proposed separately
for text localization, extraction and recognition as explained
in [6]–[9].

Many ways are defined to deal with the complexity of
scene text especially in text localization. One such approach
is region based method proposed by Pan et al. [12] which
relies on the assumption that text regions in images have
clear-cut characteristics in comparison to non-text regions.
The text edges are examined and then can be extracted
from the natural image. During the text detection phase,
every region is evaluated on the assumption of having a
text. Text localization techniques like connected component
analysis, color dissimilarity information, or contour detec-
tion applies on scene text image for text extraction purpose.
Still, to acquire accurate position of a text is a challenge
for researchers as the text recognition accuracy is not better
in determination of text region in an uncontrolled environ-
ment. The efficiency is another issue pertaining to connected
component analysis as it consume reasonable time to fig-
ure out correct text segmentation due to orientation sensitivity
and text visibility caused by illumination factors or other
impediments.

Since few years, it is observed from presented literature
that region based technique i.e., MSER, is widely experi-
menting with combination of other techniques as proposed by
Elnemr [7] Bigorda and Karatzas [13]. The MSER assumed
that text color has high contrast in comparison to it’s back-
ground in an image. The text localization is performed by
MSER to search for homogeneous color region in an image.
In MSER, the hue (H), saturation (S), and Intensity (I) are
accounted with combination of gradient channels for the pur-
pose to detect regions or components. In this paper, the pro-
posed work is extracting invariant features from detected
extremal regions. The scale invariant feature keypoints are
spotted on extracted text regions. The extracted keypoints
regarded as highly degenerated points but have low dis-
crepancy with respect to scale. The proposed work exploits
the advantage of scale invariant approach and applied it
on extremal text regions. The extracted features of detected
text region have distinctive patterns that is trained by pro-
posed Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) neural network
based classifier. The detail about LSTM is mentioned by
Graves [15].

This paper proposed novel technique by adapting the scale
invariant approach and applied it on detected text regions in
natural images. The invariant features are extracted because
the extracted keypoints from reference images are invari-
ant to transformation factor. In Arabic, there is complex
and complicated text appeared in uncontrolled environment
which needs to be addressed by using the robust tech-
niques such as scale invariance method. Another aspect that
is covered by proposed methodology is to focus on area
of interest i.e., text region. The proposed work suggested,
that it is more appropriate to use MSER first on reference
images then apply invariant feature technique for a purpose
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to extract keypoints. After extraction of keypoints, the con-
centration is given on those relevant keypoints that appeared
in conjoined area with reference to binary image and image
mask.

The Arabic scene text dataset is also proposed by
Tounsi et al. [16], but their dataset is limited in number
and also lack detailed variations of images in comparison
to proposed dataset which covers huge number of Arabic
scene text samples. The images were captured from different
sources as indicated in section III. The proposed technique
has applied onArabic Scene text dataset which is evaluated by
multidimensional LSTM based classifier with the accuracy
nearly 94.01% which is reported by considering selected
keypoints. The hybrid approach based on scale invariant fea-
ture extraction or local region extraction by MSER has not
been addressed before. By detecting the region, the proposed
work is precising the effort in determining the localized text
region. In this way, varied amount of features are extracted
in relevance to provided text image. In addition to Arabic
script, the evaluation is also performed on captured English
samples. The features from English samples are extracted
by following window based approach with combination of
MDLSTM architecture.

The proposed method for Arabic scene text recognition is
not any language specific rather has a potential to be applied
on any cursive scene text image appeared with implicit
impediments. The method adopted for Arabic scene text
recognition can be applied on any cursive script. In this case
the procedure will be the same for recognition process but
dataset will be different. For English samples, the proposed
technique can be evaluated on other English/ Latin scene text
dataset.

The contribution in this paper is to propose a recognition
system described as follows,

1) Invariant features from each detected extremal regions
are determined in binary image and in image mask. The
co-occurance of invariant features in both images are
considered as potential features.

2) The adapted LSTM network is trained on extracted
potential concurrent features.

3) The LSTM network is evaluated on proposed
English-Arabic Scene Text Recognition (EASTR)
dataset.

This paper focuses on proposing hybrid approach for Ara-
bic and English scene text detection and feature extraction.
The MSER is suitable for detecting text area from a given
image but most of the time it miss-classifies the text, so there
is a need to manually verify the text images as extracted
by MSER approach. In addition, the details about proposed
EASTR-42K dataset is also presented. The recurrent neural
network approach on proposed dataset is evaluated to assess
the potential of presented dataset.

II. RELATED WORK
The various efforts have been reported in the field of scene
text recognition during last decade, most of them highlighted

the issue of text localization and presented solutions for it.
The word text localization and text detection use interchange-
ably in this manuscript.

The numerous methods are proposed to extract the text
from camera captured images. The acquired images can be
categorized as an image of license number plate, an image
of road guide text, text appeared on advertisement board,
image of a pamphlet, and a text written on various commodity
wrappers. Yet, there is a need to propose generalized method
defined for text extraction presented with implicit constraints.
The camera captured text images are not taking in a con-
trolled environment therefore, heterogeneity of challenges
are associated with correct detection of a text. This section
is presenting the compiled work which is based on recently
proposed approaches for scene text localization specifically
designed using MSERs and scale invariant feature extraction
technique.

A generalized approach for text localization and recogni-
tion is proposed by Neumann and Matas [17]. They adapted
MSER for text detection/ localization which provide geo-
metric precision to locate text region in an image. Fur-
thermore, they proposed hypothesis verification framework
and train the algorithm on synthetic fonts. They evaluated
the performance of proposed technique on two benchmark
datasets i.e., Char74k and ICDAR2003 dataset. Although
they reported good accuracy on Char74 i.e., 72% recog-
nition rate, but on ICDAR2003 57% recognition rate was
reported which considered as a worse recognition rate in
comparison to other techniques but as they mentioned that
they evaluated whole ICDAR2003 dataset on their proposed
technique which has not been experimented before. Another
very interesting work is represented by Fabrizio et al. [18],
they proposed a toggle mapping technique to segregate the
text from natural scene images. Initially, thismethodwas used
for contrast enhancement and noise reduction. The grayscale
image is segmented into two functions, further they per-
formed morphological erosion and dilation on each function.
The overall goal is to detect the boundary of a text. The
homogeneous region in an image may be the point of interest.
They considered two functions of grayscale and a minimum
contrast value for the purpose to locate text in an image. They
evaluated their proposed method on 501 readable characters
and found 74.85% accuracy on correctly segmented charac-
ters. A hybrid method for scene text detection in real time
environment is presented by Bigorda and Karatzas [13]. They
termed their proposed technique as a performance optimized.
Their proposed module is based on MSER which detect and
track the text asynchronously. The technique works on two
steps, the text detection by MSER is performed as a first step
while in second step they find region of interest in successive
frames where there exist a correspondence problem. More-
over, the mismatch is detected by RANSAC algorithm that is
explained in [19]. The OpenCV Android framework devel-
opment is used for their proposed method implementation.
Their proposed system is evaluated on variable frame rate,
the average frame rate is 25 frame per second (fps). They find
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that time performance in tracking a module would increase
linearly with respect to detected regions and size of their
search engine.

A work on arbitrary orientation of an image is proposed by
Yao et al. [20], they suggested scale invariant based technique
on extracted component and perform analysis on them. Later,
they link the candidate region and verify the process by chain
analysis. On the basis of analysis, they designed two set of
features i.e., component level and chain level features. After
determining the irregularities in an image, text and non-text
area was disintegrated. In order to determine the text, they
observed the constant width, texture lessees and smoothness
of strokes. They also proposed a multilingual dataset which
is divided into train set and test set. The name of their dataset
is MSRA-TD500. Their dataset contains 500 images among
them 300 used for training purpose and remaining 200 used
to test the performance of proposedmethod. The performance
of various text detection methods was investigated on ICDAR
dataset and also yielded the performance by evaluating differ-
ent text detection algorithms on their proposed dataset which
produced good results in comparison.

There are several novel work presented in recent years that
specifically proposed techniques for correct localization of
cursive text. One such work is presented by Ma et al. [21].
They presented arbitrary oriented scene text detection via
rotation proposals. By using a higher convolutional lay-
ers of network inclined rectangular proposals are generated
with higher accuracy. They also proposed a pooling strategy
which is adapted according to rotated region of interests
RoIs. They evaluated their technique on three real world
text detection datasets i.e., MSRA-TD500, ICDAR2013,
and ICDAR 2015 and obtained good precision, recall and
f-measure score. Another novel feature extraction method
for scene text extraction is presented by Tang and Wu [22].
They proposed super-pixel based stroke feature transform
approach that is based on deep learning feature classifica-
tion for text detection. Their proposed technique is based
on deep ConvNets where each character is predicted by
using the pixel value. They also used hand-crafted features
and proposed solution by fusion of both to get high perfor-
mance system. They evaluated their proposed system on three
benchmark datasets i.e., ICDAR2011, ICDAR2013 and SVT
datasets and reported best precision, recall and f-measure
score on these datasets. The work on text detection from
video images is recently proposed by Tian et al. [23]. They
proposed Bayseian based network for text detection and
recognition. The proposed system framework proposed three
major components i.e., text tracking, tracking based text
detection, and tracking based text recognition. The details
about each category is mentioned in their article. The text
detection is improved by proposed multi-frame integration.
The evaluation is performed on their proposed dataset named
USTB-VidTEXT which is publicly available. They reported
encouraging results using their proposed techniques. An arbi-
trary oriented text detection by fully connected end-to-end
convolutional neural network is presented by Liao et al. [24].

The words are predicted by bounding boxes via a presented
novel regression model. They evaluated their novel tech-
nique on four publicly available datasets i.e., ICDAR 2015,
ICDAR 2013, COCO-Text images, and SVT dataset. They
reported state-of-the-art results on publicly available datasets.
The multiple convolutional neural network is proposed by
Tang and Xiangqian [25]. Their proposed method consists of
three steps i.e., text-aware, text extraction, text refinement,
and classification. They proposed architecture by traditional
ConvNets but using multiple layers. The proposed technique
is evaluated on ICDAR 2011, ICDAR 2013, ICDAR 2015 and
SVT Datasets. The detail about their performed experiment
can be found in their manuscript. The cursive scene text
feature extraction is presented by Ren et al. [26]. The feature
extraction approach for Chinese scene text is presented. The
features from complex structure of Chinese characters were
extracted by ConvNets. A text structure component detector
is presented as one of the layer in ConvNets which produced
robust results on Chinese scene character recognition. The
presented technique was evaluated on two Chinese scene text
datasets.

By assessing the latest work presented for scene text
analysis, it is noticed that new techniques designed for text
detection and classification are presented. Most of the work
presented for Latin scene text, but few work presented for
cursive scene text analysis. As this paper is presenting cursive
scene text analysis research therefore, the emphasizes is to
investigate the performance of methods presented for scene
text detection designed for cursive text which is very difficult
to perform during the whole process of text recognition.
In most of the presented techniques, the ConvNets is dis-
cussed as a base model which is experimented by inclusion
of adapted architecture. This paper presented novel feature
extraction approach designed specifically for the Arabic text
in natural images.

The rest of the paper is organized in different sections.
In section III, the characteristics of collected data samples,
pre-processing steps, generation and validation of ground
truth are presented. Section IV highlights the importance of
context learning in perspective of cursive script. The pre-
sented methodology is explained in section V. Section VI
exhibits the evaluation results whereas, comparison of pro-
posed method performance is detailed in section VII. The
summary of presented work is depicted in conclusion section.

III. ARABIC SCENE TEXT ACQUISITION AND STATISTICS
This section provides detail about collected data samples hav-
ing Arabic text. The characteristics of Arabic script, process
of acquiring data samples, preprocessing of captured text
samples and generation and verification of ground truth are
described in this section.

A. ARABIC SCRIPT PROPERTIES
Arabic is considered as an ancient script which is followed
by many languages i.e., Arabic, Persian, Urdu etc. It is rich
in vocabulary and is used by 1/3rd of world population.
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FIGURE 3. Variations in writing style.

FIGURE 4. Ligature representation in Arabic word.

Arabic script is purely cursive which exhibits various forms
of single character depending on the position it occurs in a
word. Cursive, context sensitive and calligraphic nature of
this script make it quite challenging to classify especially in
scene text images as shown in Figure 3. Shape of the character
depends on preceding and following character in the ligature
(i.e., initial, middle, final or isolated). The ligature plays an
important role in word formulation, moreover one word may
consist of one or many ligatures. Unlike, Latin and other
scripts, Arabic script is written from right to left. Figure 4
shows two ligatures which make a single word pronounced
as ’khidmath’. The red box represents the ligatures which
is a part of a word. Another property of Arabic text is rep-
resentation of joiner and non-joiner characters. The joiner
character occurs at final, isolated, initial position or at middle
position and it may completely change its shape at middle
position and initial position. Whenever, non-joiner character
appears at final position in a word or as isolated form, it must
terminate the word. The end character of a word maintains its
full shape.

B. DATASET COLLECTION
The multilingual scene text images are captured by special-
ized cameras . The multilingual nature of acquired samples
prompted to compile a dataset for English in parallel. The
database collected for scene text is divided into three sections
i.e., Arabic, English and formultilingual scripts. The acquired
scene text images were taken fromUniversity precinct, adver-
tisement boards, guide boards displayed on roadsides and also
taken from various commodity wrappers. The 2469 scene
text images have been captured which comprise number of
text lines and Arabic numeral. The Arabic scene text data is
categorized into text lines, words and characters. All images
were taken from NikonD3300 specialized DSLR camera with
24 mega pixels lens and from HTC-One(M8) with 2.5 GHz
quadcore along 2GB RAM which has 13 mega pixels back
camera with ultra pixel sensor, it means that it may capture
more light. All images were captured in an uncontrolled
environment. The image dimension is 2688×1520 with fixed
72 dpi at horizontal and vertical resolution. The exposure time
is varied according to the light expose on the object.

TABLE 1. Sources of acquired images.

C. MULTILINGUAL SCENE TEXT RECOGNITION
AND ITS NEED
Recent development for scene text recognition mostly
focused on Latin or English text. However, few efforts have
been done for cursive script scene text recognition specifi-
cally the Arabic. Even though some efforts have been made
on different script, but some raised question need to be
answered. Among them the foremost question is relevant
to the need of multilingual scene text recognition system.
Generally, character recognition systems are uni-language as
most of the text exist in single language as shown in Figure 6.
However, it is not true with scene text images. In non-English
countries such as Arabian peninsula and Indian subcontinent,
mainly scene text images appeared in multilingual scripts
as shown in Figure 5. With emerging multilingualism tech-
niques, bilingual, trilingual or even more languages need to
be supported. English is one of the main language used with
other local script i.e., Arabic and Urdu. Thus, there is an urge

FIGURE 5. Cursive and non-cursive handwritten/ multilingual scene text
and data samples. (a) Handwritten Arabic text. (b) English scene text.
(c) Handwritten Urdu text. (d) Multilingual scene text.

FIGURE 6. Sample images in EASTR dataset. (a) Clear-cut. (b) Perpective
distortion. (c) Jerky-blurred. (d) Reflective surface.
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to develop multilingual scene text recognition system which
can work seamlessly across different scripts.

To propose a dataset having the Arabic script in focus
is a worthily effort in terms of its size that mainly cov-
ers more variations with respect to orientation, illumination
and font styles. Many scene text datasets are discussed as
reported in ICDAR competitions [27]–[30], but the scene
text dataset for the Arabic requires comprehensive represen-
tation of the Arabic text. After surveying available literature,
it is learned that only one camera captured Arabic scene
text dataset named ARASTI proposed by Tounsi et al. [16].
They presented limited number of acquired samples hav-
ing less variation in taken sample. Moreover, the dataset
covered images taken from commodity wrappers. The images
of pamphlets and books presenting Arabic text and numerals
also part of proposed dataset. Arabic text itself considered as
complex due to its cursive nature which accentuate numerous
challenges during recognition. The ASTR dataset contains
every possible word appears in Arabic language with all it’s
permutation in reference to shapes, fonts, size of a text and
font colors. In general, ASTR dataset covers huge variety of
Arabic scene text appeared in unconstraint environment. The
acquired dataset named ‘‘EASTR’’ as it covers English words
in addition to Arabic. The details about EASTR dataset is
briefly elaborated below.

D. EASTR-42K DATASET
This section details about the EASTR-42K dataset collection
process and its statistics. The proposed data captured bilin-
gual (English and Arabic) scene text images and tried to cover
every possible word permutation of Arabic language with
it’s variant shapes. The acquired text images were segmented
into English and Arabic text lines, words and characters.
The segmented words from Arabic text lines are depicted
in Figure 7, while segmented Arabic characters represented
in Figure 8. Due to different font styles and cursive nature
of Arabic script, there is a need to have such dataset which
covers maximum number of Arabic text so that it may con-
sider all possible Arabic variations. The EASTR-42K dataset
covers huge variety of English andArabic scene text appeared
in unconstrained environment. The details about EASTR-42k
dataset division based on complexity, total number of images,
text lines and segmented words and characters are briefly

FIGURE 7. Sample word images in EASTR dataset.

FIGURE 8. Segmented characters representation in EASTR dataset.

TABLE 2. EASTR-42K division based on complexity.

TABLE 3. Number of text lines in Arabic, English and Multilingual.

TABLE 4. Number of characters assuming 6 character per word in Arabic
and English.

elaborated in Table 2,3,and 4. In Table 2, the detail about divi-
sion of collected samples based on complexity with respect to
Arabic and English is mentioned. The acquired complex text
is divided into text lines, words and characters.

Table 3 depicts the total number of good samples exist in
EASTR-42k dataset including multilingual text image cover-
ing Arabic and English. Table 4 summarizes the description
about number of Arabic and English characters appeared in
better quality acquired scene text images.

E. PREPROCESSING OF SCENE TEXT IMAGES
In Arabic, it is cumbersome to disintegrate word into individ-
ual characters as discussed earlier. Furthermore, in cursive
style, it is impossible to correctly segment the characters.
The character shape variation, its position and occurrence of
two consecutive characters on same level, makes a challenge
for segmentation techniques to work perfectly on complex
scripts like Arabic. In this scenario, implicit segmentation
plays its role that segments the characters empirically. The
quality of text presented in captured images were impacted by
the presence of illumination factor appeared in uncontrolled
environment. Such illumination factor may cause implicit
noise attached to acquired samples which ultimately may blur
the visibility of a text.

The unnecessary data should remove prior to classify them.
The scene text image is manually segmented into differ-
ent text lines for example, into 6 text lines as represented
in Figure 9. The skew is detected and corrected empirically
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FIGURE 9. Captured image with segmented Arabic textlines.

FIGURE 10. Image representation with skew correction.

FIGURE 11. Large skewed image.

by RAST based skew detection and correction technique
using OCRopus as explained in [31] and shown in Figure 10.
The skew correction is done empirically but there is largely
skew images present in EASTR dataset. The recognition
results are deviated on largely skewed text images as observed
in Figure 11. The image is represented with large skew. The
red line indicate actual skew, whereas the blue line shows
corrected skew. The acquired images having Arabic text are
standardized by considering the x-height. The MSER tech-
nique is applied afterwards, to determine the region of inter-
est. Subsequently, SIFT method is used to consider invariant
features in extracted region by MSER. The aspect ratio of an
each image is maintained by keeping in view the varied width
of a text image. The subsequent step is generation of ground
truth labels as explained in following sub-section.

F. GENERATION AND VERIFICATION OF GROUND TRUTH
The establishment of ground truth declaration is crucial step
in supervised learning methods. It is considered as one of the
salient step to match the learned pattern with target value.
The determination of ground truth solely depends on relevant
classification technique and implementation scenario. The
ground truth for Arabic script is divided in two different
ways. This manuscript is presenting hybrid feature extraction
approach by combination of the extremal regions and invari-
ant features. The extracted regions are labeled and consider
only those x-y coordinates which mutually occurred in both
binary image and an image mask.

Another way to establish a ground truth is label based, it is
used to define each word in a dataset. The ground truth is

FIGURE 12. Ground truth depiction.

written in text file accompanying with its image file with
same name. There are 27 basic characters and 10 numeral
in Arabic language. For ground truth generation, 37 classes
are declared, every class is a representation of every single
character regardless of its position occurred in a word. The
Latin characters used to write a ground truth file. The ground
truth file is manually generated as depicted in Figure 12.
As shown in this figure, there are 8 characters used in mak-
ing two words. The ground truth is labeled as represented
in Figure 13, every character was separated with ‘−’ symbol
and word separated by space in-between two words. Each
class is defined using Latin characters. The ground truth
file is manually verified for any correction. The missing
character verification is automatically detected by written
program. The missing characters are those which may be
specified in ground truth but not declared as a class during
implementation. The context is treated as an integral part in
cursive text recognition. The representation of each character
depends on its previous character and so on. In next section,
the importance of implicit segmentation and context learning
of cursive script is contemplated.

IV. CONTEXT LEARNING WITH PERSPECTIVE
OF IMPLICIT SEGMENTATION
In cursive scripts like Arabic, an implicit segmentation pro-
vides a way to segment the characters correctly by using
techniques like dynamic programming. In Arabic, there are
variations of same characters with respect to its position in a
word. In such complex script, it seems cumbersome to recog-
nize a same character having variant shapes. In these intrinsic
scripts, context plays a major role in recognition. The context
learning approach namedMultidimensional Long Short Term
Memory (MDLSTM) network is discussed by Graves [15].
The MDLSTM is considered as connectionist approach
which mainly relies on Multidimensional Recurrent Neural
Network (MDRNN) and Long Short Term Memory (LSTM)
networks. The MDLSTM follows RNN approach to learn the
sequences. All past sequences with respect to current point in
time are accumulated to predict the output character.

The RNN is most suitable for sequence learning tasks. The
temporal sequential behavior of RNN is recorded by Con-
nectionist Temporal Classification (CTC). By nature, CTC
is suitable to use with bidirectional model for the purpose
of making estimation on both sides with reference to current
point during processing. As explained in [6], general neural
network with an objective function requires separate training
targets for every segment or time stepwith the input sequence.
This leads to two major implications.
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FIGURE 13. Two different ways of ground truth declaration. (a) Groundtruth generation from Latin characters.
(b) Groundtruth generation by conjoined invariant features detection in external regions.

1) The data samples for training should be pre-segmented.
2) The local classification is computed against every input

label, but global aspect is missing which is required to
make the context in case of large and complex sequen-
tial problems.

To address above mentioned issues, it is revealed that the
trained network requires sequences to predict the final char-
acter or symbol with perspective of global aspect. The CTC
technique addresses sequence problem. The alignment of a
sequence is no more important after inclusion of CTC in
RNN architecture, because it can make prediction at any
point in time against input labels until the whole label’s
sequence is correct. The CTC is added as an output layer
in RNNLIB library as a softmax layer. To complete the
sequence, probability is estimated that consequently elimi-
nate the efforts require for post-processing as highlighted by
Halima et al. [32]. The further detail about CTC, its working,
and importance with respect to recurrent neural networks can
be found in [15].

V. METHODOLOGY
An adapted MSER text detection method is proposed. This
method extracts invariant features from detected text blob.
The presented classifier learns the specific extracted invariant
features which are instrumental during recognition process.
The idea is presented in following subsections.

A. DETECTION OF EXTREMAL REGIONS
The well known connected component approach for detec-
tion of extremal region is maximally stable extremal region
approach. The word extremal points towards the character-
istics where all pixels inside MSER detected blob would
have higher or lower intensities in comparison to its outer
boundary. The MSER detects co-variant points and merge
them together to make a region. The main idea of MSER is
to detect those points in an image that stay nearly the same
in presence of wide range of thresholds. The regions hav-
ing minimum variations at the time when threshold applied

would be considered as maximally stable regions. During the
process, over the large threshold the binarization of image is
stable which means that it represents minimum invariance to
affine transformation with respect to involved pixel intensi-
ties as represented in following equation.

f (x) = Ax + T (1)

f (x) is affine function which represents linear attitude A
and a transformation variable T .
The whole image is evaluated by following equation,

f (xi) =
n∑
i=1

Axi +
n∑
i=1

Ti (2)

The extraction steps of MSER are mentioned as follows,
1) Apply threshold algorithm over the whole image.
2) Find extremal regions by connected component

analysis.
3) By threshold, the maximally stable regions is detected

in an image having discrete nature.
It is pertinent to mention here that extremal region might

be rejected. The rejection is based on the fact, if detected
region covers maximum area or minimum area. Furthermore,
if region is unstable and a possibility of having duplicate
extracted regions, then rejection will take place. The impor-
tant characteristic of extremal region is the continuous affine
transformation, hence this feature some times could not be
able to extract exact region of interest that requires consider-
ations from research communities to work on for further pre-
cision. In presented work, stable regions needs to be searched
out by evaluating binary image and an image mask as shown
in Figure 15. The extraction of interested regions depend on
image quality. As observed in Figure 15, the precision of
text detection is clearly visible in binary image as compared
to image mask. But there are some situations where text is
localized precisely in an image mask in comparison to binary
image, hence the quality of an image plays a vital role for
text localization. Therefore, the proposed work validates on
most of the presented images. Moreover, it concluded with
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FIGURE 14. Proposed system architecture.

FIGURE 15. (a) Extremal Regions based Text detection in binary images
(on left). (b) Text detection in image mask (on right).

the established fact that binary image enhances the quality of
an input image which eliminates unnecessary details that may
hinder the performance otherwise.

The non-interested regions can be minimized through
transformation by applying image filtration methods. The
intent is to detect text in a scene image, but there are some
non-text regions which should be treated as noise. The overall
text detection yielded very good accuracy for Arabic script in
particular.

Algorithm 1 Algorithm for Text Localization
Input: A filtered Image
Output: Text detected Image

Procedure for Text Localization :
1: Take a raw Image I
2: Perform filtration technique on Image IB

3: where, IB(x,y) =

{
1, for IB(x, y) > t
0, for IB(x, y) ≤ t

4: Apply adapted-MSER approach on IB.
5: An adjacency relation is defined on IB
IR is Maximally Stable Region

6: Let IR1, ...., IRi−1 is a sequence of nested extremal
regions IR
LOOP Process

7: for i = no. of IR do
8: if i == IR has a local minimum at i∗ then
9: Select IR as a candidate region
10: if i 6= 0 then
11: Goto step 8, unless i does not possess any value
12: endif
13: end for

As mentioned in an Algorithm 1, an adjacency relation is
defined on images.
Suppose, two different areas are p, q ∈ D, here D belongs
to entire image, wheres IR is a subset of D. p is adjacent
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to q p ∀ q, if,

d∑
i=1

|pi − qi| (3)

where i is a number of regions in an image. For each IR, there
is a sequence p like, a1, a2, .....an.

B. INVARIANT FEATURE EXTRACTION
The scale invariance is an eminent feature of scale invari-
ant feature transformation (SIFT) method. To achieve scale
invariance, SIFT uses Laplacian pyramid which is calculated
by difference of various level of Gaussian (DoG) function as
represented in equation 4.

D(x, y, δ) = (G(x, y, δk )− G(x, y, δ)) ∗ I (x, y) (4)

where,

G(x, y, δ) =
1

2πeδ2
exp[−

x2 + y2

2δ2
] (5)

By Laplacian pyramid L as represented in equation 6, high
frequency information of an image can easily be obtained,
because features in an image mostly resides on these parts.

L(x, y, δ) = G(x, y, δ) ∗ I (x, y) (6)

The scale space is divided into various octaves. In each
octave the initial image is convolved with the Gaussian G
to produce the set of scale space. The adjacent Gaussian is
subtracted to get difference of Gaussian. After each octave,
the Gaussian image is down sampled by factor 2 and rest of
the process is repeated in the same manner. The number of
octaves helps in finding the key points in different scales. The
octave number and scale depends on the size of an original
image.

During determination of keypoints, at each level of DoG
octave, the pixel point I(x,y) is investigated whose value
should be greater(or smaller) than eight adjacent pixels.
At these extracted points, the value of adjacent pixels resides
in lower and upper level are compared. In first and last scale,
there are not enough adjacent pixels to compute which restrict
in finding local minima or maxima. Based on the criteria,
minimum or maximum value, location, and scale of a relevant
point, are recorded. The detection of all keypoints in an image
do not imply that it will contribute in recognition, instead
there is a need to accept or reject unnecessary feature points
which are generated on low contrast region and are poorly
localized along the edge. Therefore, it is assumed that all
extremal points extracted through DoG space search help
in finding location, scale and orientation of each keypoint.
To obtain consistent orientation with respect to each extracted
keypoint based on local image properties, a keypoint descrip-
tor is defined to represent orientation information.

Suppose, the orientation of detected keypoints is assigned
as shown in Figure 16 and mathematically expressed in equa-
tion 8. The region is selected having a keypoint in the center.
The region size is covered within the circle where keypoint

FIGURE 16. Gaussian blurred image represented as Gradient magnitudes
and orientation.

FIGURE 17. Detected keypoint.

is detected as shown in Figure 17 and mathematically repre-
sented through equation 7 and 8.

B(x, y)

=

√
(L(x+1, y)−L(x−1, y)2)+(L(x, y+1)−L(x, y−1))2)

(7)

θ (x, y)

= tan−1((L(x, y+ 1)− L(x, y− 1))

/L(x + 1, y)− L(x − 1, y))) (8)

The next step is to define the image descriptor which
contains all information of extracted keypoints that are cat-
egorized as a distinctive feature of an image.

Those keypoints which are extracted at same location in
both images (i.e., binary image and in image mask) are
considered, but should resides in extremal region as shown
in Figure 18.
The good quality images are described by their invari-

ant features property which should not be effected by any
other impediments. The keypoints within extremal regions
are important because that describe as a feature of an
image.

Some keypoints are consistent in representation but do not
appear in extremal region which eventually be rejected and
not considered as a focal feature. This might be a drawback
of proposed system which can examine later. All extreme
points of DoG scale space are located exactly as detected
by SIFT. The low contrast and unstable edge points were
removed later. At each key point, SIFT computes the scale
gradient and direction with respect to the neighborhood. As a
reference, SIFT put all calculated values into histogram and
summation of these points were used as a gradient of keypoint
selection.
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FIGURE 18. Depiction of extracted invariant features matching.

C. CLASSIFIER FOR TEXT-IN-THE-WILD
The deep learning multidimensional recurrent neural net-
work architecture is proposed as a learning classifier. The
recurrent neural network is a suitable architecture where
context is important. In Arabic script, the context makes the
word meaningful, without context it is difficult to under-
stand the exact word. By keeping this constraint forefront,
the potential of context learning approach is investigated on
Arabic scene text. Furthermore, recent researches on Arabic
like script observed that the said architecture is suitable for
complex context learning problems as reported in [3], [6],
and [33]–[35]. In basic recurrent neural network architecture,
tracing back recent computation makes the history which is
maintained by recurrent connection of a neuron. The retained
computation in a node would impact in computing the current
weight calculation of sequence node. The main constraint
in retaining the previous computation is a time lag which
varies with subject to given problem. In a situation where
problem is large and there is a need to keep all previous
calculations intact, in this scenario simple recurrent neural
architecture does not support to maintain history for larger
input. The Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) networks help
to overcome this problem. The LSTM keeps the history as
long as it is required, and later forget through its gating
mechanism. In LSTM architecture, the hidden neurons were
replaced with LSTM memory blocks and it’s multiplicative
units. The history is manipulated within the memory block
by multiplicative units which are responsible to retain or dis-
card the gradient information based on sequence computation
requirement at particular point in time. In proposed system,

the common keypoints information that appeared in detected
extremal regions of binary image and image mask are passed
conjunctively and be recorded as a keypoint descriptor. The
number of experiments are executed to examine the perfor-
mance of presented technique.

VI. EXPERIMENTATION
The proposed technique has been evaluated on EASTR-42k
dataset having Arabic and English text images. The dataset
is splitted into train set, validation set and test set as depicted
in Table 5.

TABLE 5. Dataset split for Arabic and English samples.

As explained earlier, the binary image and image mask are
considered for Arabic text analysis. The region was estimated
by adapted MSER while invariant features in a region were
detected by adapted SIFT as shown in Figure 27.

In English text recognition, window based approach is used
for character and word recognition. The images were con-
verted into gray scale and involved pixels in a window were
treated as a features. The details about performed experiments
on EASTR-42k dataset is mentioned in subsequent section.

A. EVALUATION METRIC
The proposed method is evaluated with similar evaluation
metric used by recently reported state-of-the-art work to
compute accuracy as reported by Epstein et al. [36] and
Tian et al. [37]. The recognition accuracies on scale invariant
binary image and image masks are calculated. In addition,
the match between two images is computed through their
common detected extremal regions. The extremal regions
with intersected keypoints are treated as a features which
are trained by classifier for given train set. The accuracy is
measured by following equations where Tp is a true positives
which means correctly predict the provided samples and Fp
is a false positives which means incorrectly predict/ iden-
tified the wrong pattern as correct one. Whereas, Tn refers
to true negative which correctly predict wrong samples, and
Fn represents incorrectly identified correct samples as wrong
ones. The relation among Tp,Fp, Tn and Fn is represented in
following equations.

precision =

∑
Tp

Tp + Fp
(9)

recall =

∑
Tp

Tp + Fn
(10)

After calculating precision and recall, the accuracy of
learned samples is measured by f-measure as follows,

F1 = 2.
precision.recall
precision+ recall

(11)
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FIGURE 19. (a) Original images. (b) Binary images (c) Image masks (d) Extremal region detected in binary
image (e) Extremal region detected in image mask.

B. MDLSTM NETWORK TRAINING FOR
ARABIC SCENE TEXT
In MDLSTM, there are as many LSTM memory block as
dimensions in an image. At each point in sequence, the net-
work receives external input and its previous own activation
along with all dimensions. It is suitable for context learn-
ing applications. It has been applied on various research
tasks in document image analysis specifically relevant to
cursive script as reported in [3]–[5] and [9]. The proposed
system is investigated by multidimensional LSTM networks
because it maintains contextual information and temporar-
ily correlates the new sequences with previous one. The
basic RNN architecture does not retain feature for longer
period of time in case of complex input, this problem is
regarded as vanishing gradient problem. The aforementioned
problem was overcome by introduction of memory blocks
instead of hidden neurons. Each memory block comprises
memory cell and multiplicative unit. The input is regulated
through input gate to memory cell via multiplicative units
as indicated in depiction of LSTM classifier in Figure 18.
After empirically selected suitable parameters, the segmented
Arabic text image is passed to MSER and then invariant
features were extracted. In each experiment, as mentioned
in Table 8 invariant points are provided to classifier. The
invariant points have information about orientation which
helpsMDLSTMclassifier to learn the pattern as it appears but
with the coordinate values. The coordinate values of invariant
points provide primitive feature information which is further
manipulated for learning purpose. As input is complex and
cursive in nature, 5 hidden layers are used comprising 20,
40, 60, 80 and 100 LSTM memory blocks in each layer.
As architecture of RNN suggests, the hidden layers are fully
connected. The hidden blocks are fed to feed forward network
having tanh summation units for the purpose to activate cell.
All these hidden layer processing collapsed into one dimen-
sional sequence and later Connectionist Temporal Classifica-
tion (CTC) labels the learned patterns.

The network’s optimal performance can be obtained by
careful consideration and selection of effective parameters.
Figure 20 represents the best learning curve obtained during
training on character dataset. The red line represents the best

FIGURE 20. Learning curve with 100 LSTM memory units.

point while learning the given samples. After the red line the
difference between training and validation increases which
ultimately culminate the training after 450 epochs.

The number of parameters specific to recurrent neural
network like input block, learning rate, and number of units
in LSTM memory block. With reference to parameters the
input block defines as 4 × 4, it means the invariant points
resides in 4 × 4 block would be given as an input. In other
words, the hidden block size means that the features are
collected into 4× 4 block size. The preliminary experiments
guided towards correct or optimal selection of parameters.
The selected parameters for training MDLSTM on Arabic
scene text is presented in Table 6. The training stops at a point
where no improvement observed during validation.

TABLE 6. Parameter selection during training.
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TABLE 7. Time comparison per iteration on various LSTM memory blocks.

The experiments are conducted on different LSTM hid-
den memory size as mentioned in Table 7, which repre-
sents the number of hidden memory units and consumed
time to perform training on given samples. In order to
achieve optimal accuracy, the hidden layer units having size
of 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 are considered for a purpose to
evaluate the potential of proposed system.

TABLE 8. Accuracies reported on trained data.

In Table 8, the training accuracy is reported by considering
various LSTM memory blocks. The number of SIFT points
were also counted against each combination of experiments.
Here, by looking at the table, there is an assumption that if
provide less number of interested common SIFT features then
it may result in achieving good accuracy.

FIGURE 21. Conjoined MSER region mapped on spatial domain.

This will provide an efficient solution because every key-
point extracted by SIFT is not important to consider rather
the keypoint appeared in extremal region is more relevant for
training purpose as shows in Figure 21. As represented in fig-
ure, the commonMSER region is mapped on x-y coordinates.
The orange box indicates that SIFT features were detected on
same place but that place has not been detected by MSER so,
these points which could include for classification would go
in vain as the common points lies in detected extremal region
re-considered.

TABLE 9. Accuracies reported during training of word data on ASTR-27k
dataset.

C. PERFORMED EXPERIMENTS ON ARABIC SCENE TEXT
As mentioned earlier, that under discussion experimental
study is carried out on 1500 scene text images where text
has been segmented into words and invariant features were
extracted. For third experiment the assumption is that all
extracted keypoints features are not important to examine
therefore intersection of keypoints are considered which are
detected in two different images and pass the coordinate
values of specific regions to classifier.

Figure 22 represents the training curves observed on var-
ious LSTM memory blocks during word recognition. The
network shows overfitting trend when memory blocks were
20 in size as shown in figure. The training and validation
curves were also mapped in this figure on 40, 60, 80 and
100 LSTM memory blocks. The best accuracy was reported
when LSTM memory blocks was 100. The learning curves
represent trade-off between training and validation set. The
accuracy is reported with respect to characters. In proposed
dataset each character in Arabic is appeared in different styles
and in various orientation, so the invariant features extraction
approach is suitable choice for them to classify. Figure 23
shows bad sample images exist in acquired dataset which
impact the final accuracy.

As mentioned in Table 8, The experimental analysis is
performed by considering three variations on Arabic word
recognition in natural images. In other experiments, only
common invariant points in extremal regions are consid-
ered for character and text line recognition as summarized
in Table 12.
In word recognition, the process of extracting SIFT fea-

tures and detecting extremal regions are common but applied
it on two different images i.e., binary and image mask,
whereas the third variation is considered the intersected
points as features and classify them. The first variation which
used the invariant feature extraction and extremal regions
detection approach on image mask, is named as V1. Similarly,
other experimental variation with binary image and inter-
sected points are referred as V2 and V3 respectively. The num-
ber of SIFT features were counted, then compute accuracy
by precision, recall and F-measure as detailed in Table 10.
There are some samples which represented missing or blank
image characters after pre-processing. Such samples might
influence with illumination or orientation factors as shown
in Figure 24.
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FIGURE 22. Training curves on various LSTM memory block.

FIGURE 23. Examples of some bad images.(a) Misclassified text region in binary images.
(b) Text detection is ambiguous in some image masks.

D. PERFORMED EXPERIMENTS ON ENGLISH SCENE TEXT
The multilingual nature of acquired images impel to prepare
dataset for English. The heterogeneous approaches have been
experimented on English scene text detection and recognition
as represented in [36] and [38]–[40].

In this paper the detail about performed experiments
on English data samples as part of EASTR-42k dataset is
also provided. The conducted experiments examined English
characters and words appeared in EASTR-42k. As depicted
the overall process in Figure 25, the evaluationwas performed
on gray scale image by normalizing the x-height to 40 and 60.
After rescaling, the image was readjusted by aspect ratio. The
window based features were provided to MDLSTM classifier

TABLE 10. Evaluation results on EASTR-42k English samples.

in a same manner as mentioned in [6] for Latin character
recognition. The good accuracy is accomplished in terms of
character and word recognition as summarized in Table 10.
As English language does not fall into cursive script family,

so the recognition of English scene character provides very
encouraging results especially in evaluation of EASTR-42k
dataset. The comparison of proposed work with recently
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FIGURE 24. Sample images where scene text was influenced by
light or orientation.

proposed algorithms designed for Arabic and English scene
text recognition is presented in next section.

VII. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
This section presents comparison of recent research on
English and Arabic scene text recognition by keeping focus
on performance aspect. The comparison of English scene text
research presented in recent years is provided on the basis of
performance reported using deep learning methods as sum-
marized in Table11. The performance of several presented
work on English during the last five years are summarized
in this table. The deep learning architectures are proposed in
recent years to boost the performance of learning methods
having large corpus. The deep neural networks (DNN) [44],
[51], attention modeling [47], convolutional neural networks
(CNN) [41]–[43], [52] are the prime deep learning architec-
ture which are adapted in relevance to provided samples for
training purpose. The obtained performance is measured by
precision, recall and f-measure as depicted in table.

The work on deep learning convolutional network based
isolated Arabic scene character recognition is presented by
Ahmed et al. [3]. They evaluated their presented method on
ASTR dataset and divided the taken samples into trainset
and testset. They identified 27 classes whereas as each class
is rescaled into 50 × 50 size. They consider five different
orientations with respect to various angles. They consider
2450 character images for training while the performance of
learned network is evaluated on 250 images. Their proposed
architecture used 2 convolutional layers followed by fully
connected layer. In comparison to other available work in
Arabic scene text analysis, they reported 0.15% error rate.

Figure 26 represents sample images in EASTR-42k image
dataset. As shown in figure, the images are complex repre-
senting challenging text in various font styles, sizes, color
and in different angles having complex background. ASTR
dataset is a subset of proposed dataset which only contains
Arabic text samples. As observed from the figure that samples
were acquired in an uncontrolled environment where text has
rendered to numerous challenges.

The robust algorithm for detection of Arabic video text is
presented by Halima et al. [54]. In this paper, they proposed
Laplacian operator used for text detection. They identified
the candidate region by Laplacian operator in frequency
domain whereas, the edges were detected by projection pro-
filemethod. Theymeasure the performance by calculating the
precision 0.96% and recall 0.95%.

One of the latest work proposed by Jain et al. [55], they
demonstrated sub-sampling approach by deep learning clas-
sifier to evaluate the screen rendered Arabic text. They
used convolutional network to segment the input sample
against target labels and learn the contextual dependen-
cies among part of segmented sample. They evaluated their
results on freely available synthetic Arabic scene text datasets
named ACTIV [56] and ALIF [57]. The third dataset they
prepared by downloading available Arabic scene text on
Google Image. They reported 98.17% accuracy on ALIF
dataset while on ACTIV dataset they achieved 97.44%
accuracy. A comprehensive model for Arabic text, detec-
tion, localization, extraction and recognition is proposed by
Halima et al. [59]. The text has been detected by using four
different techniques which are, connected component meth-
ods, texture classification methods, edge detection methods
and correlation based methods. They normalized the samples
by setting x-height to 26 pixels. They considered dot over
the characters as one feature while all characters do not have
dots that’s why main body of character also considered like
projection feature, transition feature and occlusion extraction
are main features relevant to single character. They used
supervised learning k-nearest neighbor algorithm to learn the
patterns. They measure recall, precision and f-score on their
proposed dataset.

Another method for text localization of Farsi script is pre-
sented by Darab and Rahmati [60]. They detected candidate
text by considering edge and color information. The features
were extracted by wavelet coefficient histogram features. The
SVM is used to classify the text and non-textual pattern.
There is not benchmark dataset for Farsi is available, there-
fore they also suggested new dataset for Farsi scene text. They
disintegrate their experiments by localization techniques and
feature comparison. The performance was evaluated by cal-
culating precision, recall and f-measure on localization and
feature techniques separately. They evaluate their proposed
method on HOG, Wavelet coefficient histogram and combi-
nation of both and reported precision 76.0%, 62.6%, 80.8%
whereas, the recall was 76.0%, 71.5% and 29.4% respec-
tively. The f-score for earlier mentioned experiments were
76.0%, 83.3% and 86.5% respectively. The proposed work
measure character, word and line recognition rate of acquired
dataset images and compare its results with recently proposed
work in Table 12.

The camera captured scene text recognition competi-
tion was organized by ICDAR in 2015 edition. The chal-
lenge 2 of ICDAR 2015 was focused on camera captured
focused scene text as explained by Zhou et al. [61]. In addi-
tion to previous tasks, they introduced End-to-End system
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FIGURE 25. Depiction of proposed methodology and expected output for good and bad images in English
scene text recognition EASTR-42k dataset.

TABLE 11. Comparison of deep learning based English research work.

TABLE 12. Comparison of Arabic scene text recognition results with recently proposed Arabic dataset.

performance tasks in ICDAR 2015 competition. The ground
truth is defined at word level. As reported in their paper,
the most of presented techniques used Maximally Stable

Extremal Regions (MSER) for text localization whereas, top
performing methods in competition used commercial OCRs
for recognition purpose. In comparison to previous years
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FIGURE 26. Challenging text images in EASTR-42k dataset.

competition, ICDAR 2015 competition marked significant
number of increased researchers that depicts their interest
as far as scene text analysis is concerned. The noteworthy
increased recognition rate is observed by using submitted
methods. The dataset has been distinguished on the basis
of contextual complexities of vocabulary words. The eight
submitted techniques were experimented as described in their
paper and summarized in Table 13.

TABLE 13. Comparison of ICDAR 2015 Word Recognition Results with
proposed method.

ICDAR 2017 robust reading competition was held in
November 2017 for its fifth edition. The organizers of compe-
tition offered numerous challenges among them multilingual
scene text detection and script identification challenge was
offered. Although the competition has closed in March 2018,
their results has not published yet. Therefore, yielded results
can not be compare with them.

In presented work, the problems are highlighted and
sketched the solution to address complications that exists
in cursive text recognition in natural images. A comprehen-
sive benchmark dataset for Arabic scene text recognition is
also prepared which is integrated into textlines, words and
characters. The multilingual appearance of captured samples

FIGURE 27. ICDAR 2015 submitted approaches comparison with
presented methodology.

allow to prepare dataset for Latin script along with Arabic.
In this way, there is huge collection of various characters
and words representation that appeared without any specific
font style presented. The dataset for Arabic numerals also
presented. The Arabic samples represented in ASTR while
English samples included in ESTR. This paper presented
hybrid feature extraction approach that considers the relevant
regions and invariant point occurred in that region. The vali-
dation and verification of proposed dataset is performed by
MDLSTM due to its strong sequence learning ability. The
reported experimental analysis is on ASTR dataset. The accu-
racy is computed by recall and precision. The presented work
achieved state-of-the-art results in comparison to recently
reported work and the work presented in ICDAR competi-
tion. This work considered as a benchmark effort because of
scarcity of work in relevance to Arabic script.

VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper presented a novel hybrid method that has focused
on relevant features for classification. The performance of
proposed system was evaluated on three experimental vari-
ations to investigate the behavior of MDLSTM network on
proposed method. In each experiment, number of invariant
points in all images were counted. For Arabic scene text
images, the extremal regions were first detected and invari-
ant feature were extracted from binary images and image
masks. The more to concentrate on irrelevant invariant fea-
tures resulted as worse performance. Therefore, in the pre-
sented work the extremal regions were detected and invariant
features were also accounted by SIFT approach in conjoined
region. As observed from experiments that invariant feature
extraction approach only provide better result if there is a
focus on specific area for invariant features. The feature inter-
section of both images (i.e., binary image and image mask)
as detected in extremal regions displayed benchmark results
i.e., error rates of 5.98% on Arabic and 2.48% on English
are computed. Arabic scene text dataset is also presented,
which covers variety of Arabic scene text images appeared
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in various illumination and effected by unconstrained envi-
ronment. The proposed dataset also focuses on Latin script
as most of the Arabic text available in English at a same
time. As proposedwork is a novel effort specifically in Arabic
text recognition in natural images with large corpus. There-
fore, comparison of presented technique was performed with
recently proposed techniques by considering other cursive
and non-cursive scene text.

In future, there is a plan to utilize the strength of instance
learning capability of convolutional neural network with con-
text learning long short term memory networks. Their com-
bination assumed to provide good results on unconstrained
cursive scene text recognition.
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